
	

A/V Requirements (Event Rider) 
 
 
The following items must be in place before Detra Trueheart speaks.  
 
MICROPHONE 
Wireless lavaliere microphone  
 
STAGE SET UP 
Please seat audience directly in front of Detra Trueheart. Do not allow people to sit behind or to the side of the 
stage. If using a gymnasium, fill up each side first, and then fill up the gym floor. If using an auditorium, please keep 
well lit and the stage empty. If possible, when using a flat room, please provide a riser for Detra to stand on so that 
she may be seen. Please, if possible, make sure the stage or platform is as close to audience as possible, 10 feet or 
less is great! If the AV requires the computer on stage, please have a small table available. If it is necessary to have 
a lectern on the stage or platform in order to facilitate the needs of the previous or following speaker, please have 
them moved to the back of the platform for Detra’s presentation. 
 
LCD PROJECTOR 
Only i f  needed for the event , the client will provide a LCD Projector with the capacity to play audio and video on 
large screen or screens. Detra will bring her MacBook Pro laptop computer from which she will run her presentation, 
and it will have video and sound. She will also bring a VGA adaptor and slide advancer.  Because Detra uses music 
in her presentation, she is unable to transfer her program in a USB Memory Stick. Please determine in advance 
whether Detra will require a LCD Projector for her presentation.  Projector required when checked  _______ 
 
MEALS & BEVERAGES  
Please provide Detra with 2 bottles of water, one at room temperature and one chilled. Also please have a cup of hot 
herbal tea with honey and lemon available just before Detra’s presentation. If food will be served, preferences 
include: chicken and pasta entrees  
 
PRODUCTS  
If arrangements have been made for product sales, please provide a six to eight foot table with a black tablecloth to 
be placed in the back of the room(s) next to where the attendees will be exiting the presentation, as Detra will have 
products available.  Product Table required when checked  _______ 
 
SMALL GROUP SESSION  
If Detra is presenting a small group workshop; please provide Detra with a quality sound system, lapel/lavaliere 
microphone, lectern or podium, one table and one chair, and PowerPoint capabilities with the necessary equipment 
(ex. Screen, projector, etc.).  
 
PRE-EVENT SPACE  
Please provide a quiet, secure space for Detra before the event begins.  
 
AUDIO & VIDEO RECORDING  
Unless we specifically agree (there is a price difference), No audio or video recording of any kind is permitted during 
the presentation without Karen’s prior written permission. 
  
 
Please try to accommodate the above requests as closely as possible as this will help your event flow smoothly. If 
you have any questions or challenges, please do not hesitate to contact the TrueheartSpeaks Enterprises team 
[bookdetra@trueheartspeaks.com | 716-380-4943] in advance. It is best to plan ahead so that there are 
no problems on the day of your event. We look forward to working with you and providing the best performance for 
your group! 


